**The Effect of Melatonin Supplementation on Lead, Calcium and Magnesium Distribution in the Tissues of Lead-Exposed Rats**
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**Abstract**

The aim of this study was to determine whether oral supplementation of melatonin (M), a known antioxidant, free radical scavenger and metal chelator, influences lead (Pb), calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) distribution in the blood, bones and teeth of rats exposed chronically to lead. The studies were carried out on male Wistar rats which, from their birth until reaching sexual maturity (for 3 months), drank water containing 1% lead (II) acetate and/or received melatonin in feed (1mg/kg body wt.) over a 3-month period. Concentrations of Pb, Ca and Mg were analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS). Exposure to Pb and Pb plus M resulted in a significant increase in the Pb concentration in the whole blood (but below the threshold level) and bones in both groups.

In rats chronically exposed to lead during their fast development (from birth until reaching sexual maturity), melatonin supplementation did not cause a significant decrease in Pb concentration in whole blood and bones. No changes were observed in blood plasma Ca and Mg concentrations in rats exposed to lead and treated with melatonin. However, their bones were observed to have a lower Ca concentration and higher Mg concentration, and their teeth higher Ca and Mg concentrations.
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The uptake of lead from various sources suggests three compartmental pools for lead metabolism, namely whole blood lead (Pb-B), lead accumulated in soft tissues (collagen and keratin being the target proteins) and the bones, where lead appears to compete with calcium and magnesium for binding sites [1].

Most of the body lead burden in children is contained within the bones (>70%). Because lead is qualitatively a biological analog to calcium, its uptake and release from bones is partly controlled by processes affecting bone growth and turnover [2, 3].

In adults, bone lead (> 90%) is contained within long-lived compartments of cortical (Pb half-life 5-10 years) and trabecular (Pb half-life 1 year) bone, with comparatively small amounts of lead in soft tissues that rapidly exchange lead with extracellular fluid and plasma [2-4].
The extent of accumulation depends on the blood supply of the tissues and their lead affinity (lead being bound by certain proteins) [5]. In lasting lead exposure of a constant rate, there appears a state of balance among the amounts of lead intake stored and excreted [6].

Due to the fact that the presently used chelating agents that eliminate lead from the system cause side effects (especially in children) [7, 8], it is important to continue studies on new compounds that may enhance the elimination process. It is especially important when the blood lead concentration in children is below 10 µg/dl (still considered harmless) because there are studies reporting neurotoxic lead activity below this threshold [9-11].

Moreover, the results of several cross-sectional studies have indicated that lead toxicity seems to be a result of metabolic disorders, which are connected with a disruption in the balance between pro- and anti-oxidants [12]. At the same time, some studies indicate the protective influence of melatonin in ROS-affected cells [13-16]. Melatonin (5-methoxy-N-acetyltryptamine), a biologically active indol derivative produced by the pineal gland, not only neutralizes ROS, but also regulates the activity of many enzymes responsible for ROS removal. Melatonin also participates in cell detoxification through the regulation of gene expression in some enzymes responsible for ROS excretion, and through the inhibition of enzymes responsible for ROS production [17-19].

Literature on the subject describes many advantages of melatonin supplementation. A wide range of action for this hormone makes it possible to use it in cancer therapy, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and diabetes [20]. The prophylactic effect of melatonin in reducing lead-induced toxicity has also been examined by many authors [21-26]. Yet there is little data on the influence of orally administered melatonin on the mineral metabolism of lead-exposed infants (in low concentrations, corresponding to environmental conditions) during their fast development. It seems that because of the ability of melatonin to freely cross all barriers in the human body (cellular membranes, blood-brain barrier), and the wide range of its activity and effectiveness as an anti-oxidant, it could create great new possibilities for negating the effects of lead toxicity.

Therefore, the main purpose of the present work was to determine the effect of oral, low-dose melatonin administration (1mg/ kg body weight.) on lead, calcium and magnesium distribution in the blood, bones and teeth of rats which, from their birth until 3 months old, drank water containing 1% lead acetate.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Pregnant female Wistar rats were purchased from the Nofer Institute of Occupational Medicine, Łódź, Poland. In this study we used newborn males until they reached sexual maturity (3 months old) and a body weight of 250g ± 20 g. For the first two weeks after their birth, the newborns were kept in cages with their mothers and were fed by them. Lactating mothers were kept with the examined and control groups and respectively treated with lead and melatonin. Then, after these 14 days, the young rats were placed in separate cages and ate and drank on their own.

All animals were housed in plastic cages and kept on a 12h light/dark cycle under standard conditions. The animals had free access to rodent chow and water. They were randomly divided into groups for the experiment. The studies were conducted according to the following scheme:

K- control group (n=10) – was given drinking water ad libitum from birth for the 3 months of the experiment;

Pb – research group (n=10) – was given ad libitum 1% lead acetate drinking water solution from birth for the 3 months of the experiment;

Pb+M – research group (n=10) – were given ad libitum 1% lead acetate drinking water and melatonin in feed (1mg/ kg body wt.) over the 3-month period.

M – research group (n=10) was given melatonin (1mg/ kg body wt.) in feed from birth for the 3 months of the experiment.

In all the groups, the animals drank from 30 to 50 ml of water or lead acetate solution per 24 hours. Melatonin was given once per day (in the evening) in the form of powder supplementation in their feed. The amount of water consumed did not differ between the groups. After the 3 months of the experiment, the animals were anaesthetised with pentobarbitone sodium given intraperitoneally in a dose of 60 mg/kg body weight (Biochemie GmbH-Austria), and exsanguinated by cutting the apex cordis. Then the abdominal cavity and chest were opened and bones and teeth were taken. The experimental protocols were approved by the local ethical committee for performing an experimental study on laboratory animals.

Chemicals

For determination of Pb in whole blood, gradient-grade ammonium pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate (APDC), Triton X-100 and isobutyl methyl ketone (iMBK) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. For determination of magnesium and calcium nitric acid, lanthanum, strontium was purchased from Merck. Water was filtered thorough a Milli-Q Millipore purification system. All solvents used for HPLC determinations were filtered through 0.22-µm nylon filters (Supelco).

Determination of Lead in Blood and Bones

The blood was collected with single-use plastic Vacutainer-type equipment (Beckton Dickinson). Aliquots of blood serum were transferred to polystyrene tubes using a polyethylene transfer pipet (Eppendorf) for determination of magnesium and calcium. Whole blood (2.5 mL)
was treated with Triton X-100 and extracted into IMBK for lead determination by atomic absorption, following the method of Westerlund–Helmerson [13]. A calibration curve was prepared from known standards (Merck) in concentrations of 0 (background) and background plus 5, 10, 25, and 50 µg/dL. Calibration was performed at the beginning and at the end of the assay. Three standards prepared by the Heavy Metal Toxicology Central Laboratory in Poland were used as the internal control. Quality control was carried out under certified Nycomed standards. A control assay was carried out on every 10 samples.

The bone samples were collected from the thighs of the animals, cleaned of soft tissue, and then frozen at -20°C. In order to completely remove the residues of soft tissues, the bones were then individually boiled in water (Milipor) (100°C, 1h), with the water changed three times. The samples of bones and teeth were dry ashed at 450°C in a muffle furnace and dissolved in 1M nitric acid (Merck). Concentrations of lead were analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry AAS-Solar 969, in an air-acetylene flame at 217 nm. The tooth lead concentration was not determined.

**Determination of Calcium and Magnesium in Blood, Serum, Bones and Teeth**

1 ml of the concentrated 65% HNO₃ was added to 10 mg of bone powder samples and 300 µL of serum samples. The samples were then left to solve for 24h at room temperature. From these solutions, 10 µl samples were poured into plastic test tubes, and then 5 ml of H₂O was added. The concentration of calcium and magnesium was determined with an atomic absorption spectrometer calibrated with standard solutions. The calibration curve was determined automatically by the computer connected to the spectrometer. The determination was carried out in an air-acetylene flame with lamps of the following wave lengths: Ca – 422.7 nm (0.5% solution of lanthanum was added as a buffer solution); Mg – 285.2 nm (0.1% solution of lanthanum or strontium was added as a buffer).

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was conducted using v.6.1 of Statistica software. The arithmetical mean and standard deviation (SD) were found for each of the studied parameters. The distribution of results for individual variables was obtained with the Shapiro-Wilk W test. As most of the distributions deviated from the normal Gauss distribution, non-parametric tests were used for further analyses. To assess the differences between the studied groups, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA and the U Mann-Whitney test were used. Correlations between the changes of the parameters were examined with the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. The level of significance was p ≤ 0.05.

**Results**

There were no statistically significant differences between the body weights of 3-month old mature males from the control and experimental groups.

**Lead in the Blood and Bones**

The exposure of rats to a lead acetate solution in drinking water and to a lead acetate solution in drinking water together with melatonin, resulted in a significant increase in lead concentration in the whole blood and bones of both groups compared with the control group (Table 1). The observed Pb-B concentration in the group that was given melatonin supplementation was about 7% lower that in the group exposed only to lead, but it was not statistically significant. A similar relationship was also observed in bones.

In the study group which drank only a lead acetate solution (Pb), the blood-to-bones ratio was 2.36. In the group with supplementation (Pb+M), it was 2.41 and (M) 2.58. In the control group (K), the ratio was 2.30. The differences were statistically insignificant. The mean lead concentration in the whole blood also correlated with the mean concentration in the bones of the Pb group (rs=+0.62) and Pb+M group (rs=+0.65).

**Calcium and Magnesium in the Serum, Bones and Teeth**

**Serum**

No statistically significant change in the Ca concentration in the serum of the lead-exposed animals (Pb) was observed. The Pb-B concentration in the whole blood and bones of both groups compared with the control group (Table 1). The observed Pb-B concentration in the group that was given melatonin supplementation was about 7% lower that in the group exposed only to lead, but it was not statistically significant. A similar relationship was also observed in bones.

**Table 1. Concentrations of lead in the whole blood (Pb–B) and bones of rats.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Blood lead (µg/dL)</th>
<th>Bones lead (mg/g dry mass)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (K)</td>
<td>1.40 ±0.55</td>
<td>0.60±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melatonin (M)</td>
<td>1.42 ±0.65</td>
<td>0.55±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>9.45±1.35*</td>
<td>4.00±0.65*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead + Melatonin (Pb+M)</td>
<td>9.38±1.23*</td>
<td>3.90±0.53*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The control group K – was given drinking water ad libitum for the 3 months of the experiment; M – research group – melatonin (1mg/kg b.w./day) was given in feed for the 3 months of the experiment; Pb – research group – was given ad libitum 1% (w/v) (CH₃COO)₂Pb drinking water solution for the 3 months of the experiment; Pb+M – research group was given ad libitum 1% (w/v) (CH₃COO)₂Pb drinking water and melatonin (1mg/kg b.w./day) was given in feed. Arrows shows intervals with statistically significant differences. Lead concentrations in teeth were not determined. * p<0.05 vs. control group.
observed in comparison with the control. For the rats that received only melatonin (M), we observed a significantly higher Ca concentration in the serum compared with the control, but in the group receiving lead and melatonin (PbM), the Ca concentration was similar to the control. (Fig.1)

In addition, no statistically significant change in the Mg concentration in the serum of the lead-exposed rats (Pb) was observed in comparison with the control group. The Mg concentration was statistically significantly higher in the group of rats receiving melatonin compared with control (K), however no significant difference in Mg concentration was observed between the rats which received lead and melatonin, and the control (Fig. 1).

Bones

Calcium concentration in the bones was significantly lower in the group of rats receiving lead (Pb) than in the control (K). Also significantly lower was the Ca concentration in the bones of rats receiving melatonin (M) and in rats receiving lead and melatonin (PbM) compared with the control (K). (Fig.1)

No statistically significant difference was observed in Mg concentration in the bones of animals receiving lead (Pb) compared with the control. The Mg concentration in the bones of animals receiving melatonin (M) and treated with lead and melatonin (PbM) was also significantly higher than in the control (K) (Fig.2).

Calcium concentration in the bones was strongly negatively correlated with Pb concentration in the bones, both in rats treated with lead (Pb) rs=-0.75 and those treated with lead and melatonin (Pb+M) rs=-0.68. We also observed a strong negative correlation between Pb concentration in the whole blood and Ca concentration in the bones of rats that received lead (Pb) rs=-0.78 and the rats treated with lead and melatonin (Pb+M) rs=-0.65.

Mg concentration in the bones strongly positively correlated with Pb concentration in the bones of rats treated with lead and melatonin (Pb+m) rs=+0.65. A weak posi-
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Fig. 1. Mean content of calcium (mg/g d.m) in the rats’ serum (A), bone (B) and teeth (C) (depending on the group): control group K – was given drinking water ad libitum for the 3 months of the experiment; M – research group – melatonin (1mg/kg b.w./day) was given in feed for the 3 months of the experiment; Pb – research group – was given ad libitum 1% (w/v) (CH₃COO)₂Pb drinking water solution for the 3 months of the experiment; Pb+M – research group was given ad libitum 1% (w/v) (CH₃COO)₂Pb drinking water and melatonin (1mg/ kg body wt.) was given in feed. Arrows show intervals with statistically significant differences.

Fig. 2. Mean content of magnesium (mg/g d.m) in the rats’ serum (A), bone (B) and teeth (C) (depending on the group): control group K – was given drinking water ad libitum for the 3 months of the experiment; M – research group – melatonin (1mg/kg b.w./day) was given in feed for the 3 months of the experiment; Pb – research group – was given ad libitum 1% (w/v) (CH₃COO)₂Pb drinking water solution for the 3 months of the experiment; Pb+M – research group was given ad libitum 1% (w/v) (CH₃COO)₂Pb drinking water and melatonin (1mg/ kg body wt.) was given in feed. Arrows show intervals with statistically significant differences.
tive correlation was found in rats treated with lead (Pb) \( r_s=+0.41 \).

We also observed a strong positive correlation between Pb concentration in the whole blood of rats and Mg concentration in the bones of rats treated with lead and melatonin (Pb+M) \( r_s=+0.70 \) and rats treated with melatonin (PbM) \( r_s=+0.68 \).

**Teeth**

No statistically significant difference was observed in Ca concentration in the teeth of animals receiving lead (Pb) compared with the control. In the teeth of rats treated with melatonin (M), Ca concentration was significantly higher than the control (K). Ca concentration in the teeth of animals treated with lead and melatonin (Pb+M) was also significantly higher than in the control (K) (Fig.1).

Mg concentration in the teeth of rats treated with lead (Pb) was significantly higher than in the control group (K). We also observed a significantly higher Mg concentration in the teeth of rats treated with melatonin (M) compared with the control, and in rats receiving lead and melatonin (Pb+M), also compared with the control (Fig.2).

**Discussion**

Rats treated with a 1% (w/v) solution of lead acetate, and those which were simultaneously given melatonin supplementation, showed a significant increase in lead concentration in the whole blood, but nonetheless still below the threshold level of 9.94 µg lead per dL of blood [28-30], considered ‘safe’ by the CDC. However, in light of the latest reports, which indicate the neurotoxic activity of lead below this value, the CDC has issued a report in which it is recommended to launch protective measures even against concentrations lower than 5 µg/dL [31, 32].

As it has been mentioned earlier, researchers are still looking for an effective method of eliminating lead from organisms, especially from bones, with their long-term deposits of lead. This deposit may be mobilized quickly and return to the blood during a period of rapid growth and bone development in children, and during lactation, which may result in secondary contamination. Besides, many modern chelating agents used to eliminate lead from organisms cause side effects (especially in children) [7, 8].

Melatonin has been shown so far to protect against the toxicity of various chemicals, including carcinogens and chemotherapeutic agents [33]. The mechanism of melatonin protection has primarily been attributed to an inhibition of oxidative stress [13, 34]. The protective effect of melatonin in combating free radical-induced damage due to lead toxicity in the liver and kidneys of rats was investigated by El-Sokkary et al. [22]. Melatonin co-treatment (10 mg/kg body wt.) to lead administrated rats (100 mg/kg body wt.) for 30 days attenuated the increase of LPO (lipid peroxidation products) and restored the activity of SOD and levels of GSH in the studied tissues. Morphological damage in the liver and kidneys was also reduced.

Flora et al. [24] in their studies on lead-treated rats, examined the therapeutic efficacy of melatonin, the potent thiol-chelating agent meso 2,3-dimercatosuccinic acid (DMSA) and thiol containing antioxidant N-acetylcysteine (NAC), in reducing lead concentration in the blood and soft tissues. The authors observed that combined therapy with melatonin, antioxidant moieties and thiol-chelating agent, provided significant protection to lead disturbed antioxidation defence, decreasing thiobarbituric acid reactive substance (TBARS) levels, and increasing reduced glutathione (GSH) and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) contents in tissues.

In addition, El-Missiry et al. [25] reported that in rats which were injected intramuscularly with lead acetate (10mg/kg body weight for 7 days), daily pre-treatment with melatonin (30 mg/kg body weight) reduced the inhibitory effect of lead on glutathione reductase, glutathione-S-transferase, superoxide dismutase and catalase, as well as nonenzymatic antioxidants such as total sulfhydryl groups and glutathione. This was accompanied by a marked normalization of lipid peroxidation.

The prophylactic effect of melatonin in reducing lead-induced toxicity has been reported by many authors, especially in relation to its neurotoxic activity, as the nervous system is a primary target for low-levels of lead exposure, and the developing brain appears to be especially vulnerable to lead neurotoxicity. Chronic low-level lead exposure causes a significant increase in ROS, neuronal nitric oxide synthetase, and intraocular calcium levels along with behavioural abnormalities in locomotor activity, learning, and memory that are accompanied by changes in neurotransmitter levels [21, 35-37]. The administration of melatonin to rats (10 mg/kg) exposed to lead (lead acetate given in 100mg/kg doses for 21 days) almost completely attenuated the increase in LPO products and restored GSH levels and SOD activity. In addition, morphological damage was reduced and neuronal density was restored by melatonin [37]. The protective effect of melatonin during exposure to low levels of Pb (0.01 to 10 µM for 48h) in human SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell cultures was also reported by Suresh 2006. Pre-treatment with melatonin (10 µM) blocked the effect of Pb on GSH content and caspase-3 activity, and showed significant improvement in reducing levels of prostaglandin E2. The author indicates that some of the neurotoxic effects of Pb may be partly mediated by apoptosis and that pre-treatment with melatonin can prevent these effects.

Some reports suggest another possible mechanism of melatonin influence, namely through decreasing heavy metal concentration in the soft tissues and bones of animals [38, 39]. Chweliatiuk et al. [38] observed that in mice which received drinking water containing 50µg Cd/ml, or 50µg Cd/ml with additional 2,4 or 6 µg/ml melatonin for 8 weeks, melatonin co-treatment caused a dose-dependent decrease in renal, hepatic and intestinal Cd concentration. The Cd and melatonin treatments did not
affect renal lipid peroxidation. The mechanism by which melatonin decreases heavy metal concentrations in the tissue is not known. One possibility is that melatonin, which is capable of forming stable complexes with e.g. Cd [38, 39], inhibits intestinal absorption of this metal, especially its uptake from the intestinal lumen into mucosa. Another possible explanation is that melatonin, which is highly lipid-soluble, can move freely across all cellular barriers, facilitating the removal of metal from soft tissues [40]. In an aforementioned report, El. Missiry et al. [25] observed that apart from influence on the activity of antioxidant enzymes, lead treatment caused a hepatic deficiency in copper and zinc accompanied by a significant elevation of lead concentration in both the plasma and liver. Pretreatment with intraperitoneal melatonin prevented the suppressive effects of lead on heme-synthesizing enzymes, and also prevented iron deficiency and changes in copper and zinc levels in the liver.

In our study, in rats simultaneously administered lead and melatonin, we found no significant differences in lead concentration in the whole blood and bones compared with only lead-treated rats. Moreover, mean lead concentration in the whole blood correlated with mean concentrations in the bones in both of these groups.

As is widely accepted, blood lead concentration reflects the present state of a dynamic equilibrium between the lead which permeates the system, which is absorbed by blood and deposited in soft tissues and bones. So far, no sufficient amount of data has been gathered to determine the exact quantities in these processes, and some data concerning the pharmacokinetics of the transfer of blood lead to other target organs and bones has been discussed by Hu et al. [2], O’Flaherty et al. [3], Silbergeld et al. [44], Rabinowitz et al. [45], Pounds et al. [46].

As is customary with most outcomes of lead intoxication, the effects are dependent upon lead dose, duration of exposure, dietary calcium and other trace elements [45, 46]. Furthermore, the manifestation of lead intoxication in the bone is undoubtedly the result of a complex interplay between systemic endocrine effects, cellular processes in the bone, and chemical processes in the bone matrix. Moreover, skeletal lead toxicity, altered bone mineral metabolism, and bone lead metabolism, must then be identified in the context of a complex regulatory system for bone (systemic regulators are: cytokines, growth factors, prostaglandins) and bone minerals [46]. For a more complete review of lead and calciotropic hormones, including interactions of lead with the hormonal regulation of calcium absorption and plasma calcium, see review [44, 46].

In this study, we found that melatonin administered to rats exposed to lead did not significantly change the concentrations of calcium and magnesium in the blood serum, but significantly influenced Ca and Mg concentrations in the bones and teeth. We also observed a negative correlation between Pb concentration in the whole blood of rats and Ca concentration in the bones of both groups. Similar data with reference to calcium in the blood serum were obtained by Koo et al. [47], who studied 105 children, ages 1 to 3 with a detailed history of lead exposure since birth, to determine the effect of chronic low to moderate lead exposure. The average lifetime Pb-B concentration was 4.8-23.6 µg/dL and the current Pb-B concentration 6-44 µg/dL. The children generally had adequate dietary intakes of calcium, vitamin D, and phosphorous. With adequate nutrition, lead exposure at low levels appears to have no demonstrable effect on calcium, magnesium and calciotropic hormones including 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 concentration in the blood serum, and bone mineral content. The significant effect of average lifetime Pb-B concentration was found only for phosphorous.

A decrease in Ca concentration of the bones observed in this study, with an unchanged Ca blood serum concentration, may have been due to the compensatory action of the aforementioned calciotropic hormones and the influence of lead on mineral metabolism, including magnesium in the bones, the increase of which we observed in both examined groups (though in rats treated only with Pb it was statistically insignificant). However, Heard [48] in his study with radioactive lead demonstrated that bone uptake of radioactive calcium was more rapid than lead uptake because, as Heard suggests, red blood cells have a stronger affinity for lead than for calcium. They also exhibit a considerably higher affinity for lead than for magnesium [49]. Simultaneously, blood lead is considered as the most labile compartment with a half-life of over 36 days, and bone lead as the most stable with a half-life of over 10 years.

In the blood serum, there occurs competition between magnesium and calcium concerning albumin binding site, which

(1) first of all increases magnesium diffusing fraction, and

(2) consequently increases glomerular filtration, and

(3) then increases hypercalcuria – usually associated with a non-typical relative increase of calcium reabsorption in tubules, inhibiting competitive tubular reabsorption of magnesium [49].

It is also possible that magnesium is more quickly built into the bones than calcium or is also more labile [49].

In acute lead poisoning in rats as well as in lead poisoning due to work exposure in people, one may observe magnesuria, causing a decrease in magnesium concentration in the bones, liver and kidneys [30]. Interestingly, increased administration of magnesium decreases lead retention and increases its excretion. This action is less a result of decreased absorption of lead-influenced magnesium than the antagonism between both these elements. Some human and animal studies also show that orally administered lead can decrease intestinal calcium and magnesium absorption and its concentration in the soft tissues, bones and teeth [41-43].

In our research, rats treated with lead and melatonin had increased Ca and Mg concentrations in the teeth in comparison with the control group. No significant differ-
ence in Ca concentration was observed in the bones and teeth of rats treated with lead and those treated with melatonin, but Mg concentration in the teeth of rats in both examined groups was significantly higher than in the bones. It seems that with chronic exposure at a constant level, we may observe a state of equilibrium between the amount of absorbed, deposited and excreted lead, and it may influence the distribution of other trace elements.

**Conclusion**

For rats chronically exposed to lead from birth until reaching sexual maturity, supplementation with melatonin did not cause any significant decrease in Pb concentration in the whole blood and bones. No significant changes in Ca and Mg concentrations in the blood serum were observed in rats treated with lead and melatonin. In the bones of these rats we observed a significantly lower Ca concentration and higher Mg concentration, and in the teeth, significantly higher Ca and Mg concentrations.
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